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 End to End linking of data and information: Laboratory
to publication and back again
 The exponential world of combinatorial synthesis and
high throughput analysis meets the exponentially















Smart Storage Smart Dissemination
Smart HCI












collected on note pads,
 filter paper or other 
temporary  paper for 
later transfer into a 
notebook
If you are caught using the 
“scrap of paper” technique, 
your improperly recorded data 
may be confiscated by your TAPLANS
 Make use of Plans to
inform the digital context
- metadata in advance
 Have concern for the





Interaction is vital for
adoptionPub-Sub systems provide the flexible &




















 Overlap with available
experimental data
Map of Ligand Space for 
Monodentate Phosphorus(III) Ligands
Ligand Knowledge BaseDave’s Chemistry
Experiment
1. Take a building full of
chemists
2. Add RDF tools
3. Stir occasionally
4. See what’s been made
 A very big chunk of
Semantic Web











 Started with the data
hoarding approach of
CSAKTive Space, using
3store from the AKT IRC
 Scalability, lifecycle and the
CombeChem sharing and
publishing ethos led to the
use of multiple triplestores




















 Built simulator of a
future combechem in
which 1000s of services
are negotiating and self-
organising
 Informed by combechem
experience
 Article in IEEE Intelligent
Systems on the Self-
Organising Semantic Grid
 Raises questions about




Link to data, follow links
back to the raw data
archive






using RDF15 Sept 06 20
Data captureTake Homes
 Making sure other people can find, understand
and re-use your data easily and with confidence
(even when there is a huge amount of it!)
 Whole lifecycle approach from lab to publication
 Significant rollout of next generation Web
technologies – Semantic DataGrid
 Distinctive in e-Science for focusing on
laboratory, usability and collaboration
 Agent of culture shift in publishing and open
access to data
 Outreach including schools
 Platform and agenda for future research in the
Pervasive Semantic Gridwww.combechem.orgQuestionsGrid Innovation
CombeChem has focused on
accelerating science by accelerating the
process and not necessarily the
computation
Uses existing cluster and grid techniques
Early focus on security for National
Crystallographic Service
Adopted Web Services from the outset
Uses asynchronous message passing for
integration
Semantic DataGridMiddleware Outputs
Security and access control developed
for NCS
Software written by IT Innovation for
CombeChem fed into the software
distribution for the EU Grid for
Industrial Applications (GRIA) Project
It forked!
GRIA now on release 5, good adoption  by
industrials in EU projects (e.g. SIMDAT)
Solutions evolved with current Grid
standardsOther Outputs
Security and Access Control in GRIA 5
Statistics software:
Design search algorithms for Generalized
Linear Models
Design of experiments eLearning module





Core team persisted through most
of project and developed
interdisciplinary knowledge
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properties15 Sept 06 31
Potential applications of
ligand maps
1. Identify and screen new catalysts
in silico –prediction of desirable
properties.
2. Direct experimental screening
(high-throughput).
3. Detect and quantify ligand
similarities/differences.
4. Add to chemical knowledge –





















Tolman Electronic Parameter (cm-1)
(νCO in Ni(CO)3L)
Descriptors: PA, %s, Q(Pt fragm.), He8_steric, 
P-B, P-Pt, ΔR-P-R(Pd)

























































Using ideas from the
NCS Grid Service
we have produced a








site and tested at
several others
HTP Sample Tracking15 Sept 06 33
 The edge with the attribute name set_attr_1 is an attribute of a nodeset.










The “nodeset” has attributes15 Sept 06 34
Grid and Pervasive Computing
Electronic Lab Notebook
Lab Environment
Mobile Devices
Semantic throughout